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Cover Story

Taiwan Internet Trend Seminar 2016: Industrial Innovation
and the Internet of Things
The popularization of global broadband and wireless
Internet, along with the emergence of cloud-based
big data applications and the next-generation IPv6
Internet Protocol, have spurred the development of

the Internet of Things (IoT). The integration of the IoT
and mobile Internet has led to new online IP-based
applications, such as applications in transportation,
disaster relief, medical care, and other public

▲Taiwan Internet Trend Seminar 2016
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services, providing a new lifestyle model.
The results of the “Taiwan Broadband Internet Usage
Survey” conducted by the Taiwan Network Information
Center (TWNIC) in 2015 indicated that over 18 million
Internet users now reside in Taiwan and over 7.5
million households are connected to the Internet.
The mature Internet usage environment of Taiwan has
facilitated a high degree of dependence between the
Internet and related economic activities; the degree to
which the Internet has established itself in the national
economic cannot be ignored. Furthermore, the next
generation of IPv6 addresses provides development
opportunities for the Internet of Things.
The new challenges raised by next-generation
networks, mobile network operators, Internet users,
the IoT industry, data openness and usage, and
business opportunities provided by digital mobility are
all crucial opportunities and challenges for Taiwanese
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Internet development, and are thus key issues
explored in this seminar.
This seminar was directed by the Ministry of
Transportation and Communications and the National
Communications Commission, opening speech
given by Ting Chung Wang, the director-general of
the Ministry of Transportation and Communications,
and Chong Shu Chen, the director of the National
Communications Commission. The keynote speech
was provided by Colley Hwang, General Manager
of DIGITIMES, who spoke on the topic of “The Right
to Rebel: Finding New Momentum for Taiwan in the
Age of IoT.” More than 700 individuals participated in
this seminar from industry, government, academia,
and various research fields to share opinions in this
platform and explore the next wave of Internet-based
economic development.

Focus

Taiwan Internet Connectivity Bandwidth Survey Q1 2016
According to the results of the “Taiwan Internet
Connectivity Bandwidth Survey” conducted by the
TWNIC, as of March 2016, Taiwan boasted a total
International connection bandwidth of 1,715,085
Mbps, 669 Mbps higher than that of the previous
quarter, with domestic and foreign connection
bandwidths exhibiting stable growth. The TWNIC
produces regular reports each year on Internetrelated survey data. Of these reports, the “Taiwan
Internet Connectivity Bandwidth Survey” provides the
most up-to-date and detailed data related to network
bandwidth and fluctuation trends for interactions
between the Taiwan and the international Internet and
the interconnection status of each domestic ISP.
As of March 2016, Taiwan maintains international
Internet connections with 15 foreign countries and

regions. Among international bandwidth connections,
the United States tops the list with a bandwidth of
922,877 Mbps, followed by Japan (312,503 Mbps),
Hong Kong (223,075 Mbps), China (185,878 Mbps),
and Singapore (29,948 Mbps). Overall, with the
exception of the United States, the Netherlands, and
the United Kingdom, Taiwan is primarily connected
with countries in the Asia Pacific region.
The international connection bandwidth provided
by the three largest providers is as follows: HiNet,
TWGATE and TFN which provide 929,860 Mbps,
161,020 Mbps and 158,355 Mbps respectively.
For domestic ISP connection bandwidth, TFN, NCIC,
HiNet, Taiwan Mobile and TWIX are the five largest
ISP bandwidth providers.
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Taiwan’s International Connection Bandwidth (Unit: Mbps; Compiled on April 2016)
Rank

Region

Jun, 2015

Sep, 2015

Dec, 2015

Mar, 2016

Percentage

Japan

260,318

270,162

301,653

312,503

18.221%

1

United States

3

Hong Kong

209,354

5

Singapore

29,948

2

4

China

6

South Korea

8

Malaysia

7

Philippines

845,115

874,971

223,075

13.007%

29,948

29,948

29,948

1.746%

14,463

14,463
10,311
6,110

189,851

185,878

18,973

18,973

10,311

10,311

6,110

0.114%

2,190

2,190

2,190

11

Netherlands

712

712

712

712

13

Saudi Arabia

15

Indonesia

12
14

1,956

1,956

Vietnam

345

345

345

345

Macau

45

45

45

45

Total

156
6

1,560,882

156
6

1,611,260

156
6

1,714,416

0.601%

1,956

2,190
1,956

1.106%

0.356%

United Kingdom
Thailand

10.838%

6,110

9

10

53.809%

227,429

179,899

6,110

922,877

219,986

179,854

10,311

924,731

0.128%

0.042%

0.020%

156

0.009%

6

0.000%

1,715,085

0.003%

100.000%

For more detailed data regarding this survey, see “Connection Bandwidth Login Inquiry System” http://map.
twnic.net.tw

Event

Writing Contest: Story about Starting an Outline Business
Since 2013, the TWNIC has held a “Story about
Starting an Outline Business,” accumulating exciting
and valuable stories related to Starting outline
business. The top three winning entries were then
produced as short films and shared on Internet
platforms for product marketing or as references for
entrepreneurs.
To continue disseminating Internet entrepreneurship
experiences, TWNIC has shared the entrepreneurial

活動辦法

線上報名

參賽作品

入圍及得獎作品

創業故事分享

網路創業講座

2016 TWNIC 網路創業故事徵選

夢想起飛
網路創業

e起追
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processes and website business models of past
entrepreneurs to provide those interested in engaging
in Internet entrepreneurship with optimal information.
The “Story about Starting an Outline Business” will be
held again in 2016 to share valuable experiences with
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others laboring in the same entrepreneurial domain
and emphasize the importance of domain names to
online branding and website management.
For information on related activities, please visit:
http://www.twnic.net.tw/2016ebiz

TWNIC Fan Page Exceeds 40,000 Members
The TWNIC fan page, founded in 2011, has exceeded
40,000 members. Since its launch 5 years ago,
the TWNIC fan page has released “TWNIC Latest
Activities,” “Domain Name Wisdom Champion,” and
“Latest Internet Knowledge” posts to assist members
of the public in non-IT fields to understand
the world of domain names and
Internet application services through
simple and easily understandable
means.
To attract a fan base, the TWNIC
fan page has held regular monthly
activities and irregular interactive
games to provide varied experiences,
memorabilia, and gifts for its fans. In
the future, the TWNIC fan page will
continue to hold various activities and

engage in information sharing on an irregular basis,
as well as hold real-life fan gatherings to attract fan
support.
For further information, please visit the TWNIC fan
page: https://www.facebook.com/twnicNEWS

.tw / .台灣 Web Application Lecture Series
The rapid development of the Internet has led to the
constant innovation and evolution of web applications.
TWNIC has invited leading experts in areas such
as website building, e-commerce, social network
management, and online marketing to
share their observations and practical
experiences. This lecture series will
be held throughout northern, central,
southern, and eastern Taiwan in
2016. We welcome you to join us in
taking this opportunity to learn about
development trends in the Internet
industry.
This lecture activity is divided into
three main topics: online community
management and applications, using

.tw domain names to market local cultural and creative
products, and the application of .tw e-commerce
websites. For more information on these lectures,
please visit: http://www.twnic.net.tw/2016talks
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Service

One Stop Domain Name Registration Service
To provide comprehensive domain name registration services, TWNIC has
introduced a onestop service since 2015, which is a comprehensive package
service that includes the domain names registration, as well as offers page
parking, website spaces, DNS hosting, and exclusive email. Through simple
settings, the exclusive website and email are ready to use. Registrants of
any type of .tw or .台灣 domain name (not including 3rd-level Chinese IDN
domain names) are welcome to apply for the one stop service, especially for
those whose DNS or email is yet setup. Registrant are required to complete
the pre-DNS setting at registrar’s service page before one stop service
application.
See http://onestop.twnic.net.tw for additional dtails

Training
2016 IPv6 Courses Training
To promote the application of IPv6, cultivate IPv6
technical talent, and provide members of the public
with training on IPv6 skills, TWNIC continues to hold
IPv6 courses training.
The 2016 TWNIC Next-Generation Internet Protocol
Training is a practical training course which will be
held between June and December, with all courses
provided free of charge. The curriculum is planned as
follows:
IPv6 Technical Workshop Courses
1. IPv6 General Training Courses
• IPv6 Routing Configuration

• IPv6 Router and DHCPv6 Server Setup
• IPv6 Home Gateway Setup
2. IPv6 Hands-on Workshop Courses
• IPv6 Windows Server and Application Service
Setup
• IPv6 Linux Server and Application Service Setup
These training courses are held in the form of lectures
and hands-on practice, with instructors conducting
lecture classes and demonstrations. The hands-on
courses are conducted in the TWNIC IPv6 Virtual
Lab to provide students with a practical learning
environment.

Network Security Training Course
In the age of developed information technology,
the Internet has become an irreplaceable part of
everyday life. The majority of online application
services are closely tied to domain names. Although
domain names are the basis of all online applications,
not all users understand the operational principles
and correct settings. As such, in order to promote

basic knowledge of domain names among users and
encourage a greater emphasis on information security
and improve the Internet security, TWNIC is holding
a series of training courses providing personnel from
various locales with the means to understand the
concept of domain names and guide users to the
domain of network security.
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Meeting
ICANN’s Proposal on IANA Transition to the U.S. Government
The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
government on March 10 by Dr. Steve Crocker after
Numbers (ICANN) 55 Marrakech Meeting was held
being approved by the ICANN board of directors.
from March 5–10, 2016 in Morocco. The key result of
This proposal has prepared supporting programs that
this meeting was the unanimous approval of the longstrengthen accountability measures for ICANN as
discussed Cross-Community Working Group (CCWG)
an independent organization. The transfer of IANA
proposal. After constant discussion and amendment
expresses the long-term hope of the global Internetover the course of 2 years, the Transition Stewardship
user community towards a mechanism of multiof Key Internet Functions proposal was officially
stakeholder to make sure an open, free, and resilient
completed and passed on March 10 and submitted
of the Internet.
to the U.S. government by ICANN Chairman of the
The next ICANN meeting will be held on June 27–30,
Board Dr. Steve Crocker. If this proposal is passed,
2016 in Helsinki, Finland.
global Internet governance will enter a new historical
For more information regarding the ICANN55
era.
meeting, please visit: https://meetings.icann.org/en/
The proposal submitted by ICANN corresponds to
marrakech55/schedule-full
the U.S. government plans to fully transfer
the function of Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (IANA) to the worldwide multistakeholder community. To conform to the
accountability mechanisms of the multistakeholder management model, the
ICANN community has looked to its internal
organizational structure and operational
responsibility within CCWG to ensure
the implementation of the spirit of multistakeholder interests in post-transition
management. This meeting ultimately received
support from various communities and was
submitted to the National Telecommunications
▲Source: ICANN
and Information Administration of the U.S.

Successful Conclusion of APRICOT 2016 and APNIC 41 Conferences in Auckland,
New Zealand
The Asia Pacific Regional Internet Conference on
Operational Technologies (APRICOT) 2016 and
Asia Pacific Network Information Centre (APNIC) 41
meetings were held in Auckland, New Zealand and

explored a broad range of topics, including IP address
resource management policies, technology research
related to IPv6, network routing, and the examination
of cutting-edge web technologies such as software-
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defined networking and IPv6 mobile Internet
technology. The conferences combined relevant
academic research and invited Asia-Pacific ISPs
to share experiences relating to the management

of maintenance and operation technology, Internet
security, and cutting-edge Internet technology.
For more information, please visit: https://conference.
apnic.net/41/program

Publication
2015 Taiwan ISP Yearbook
This Yearbook has a particular focus on the current state of Internet industry
development, analysis of relevant Internet research, IPv6, and IoT, and
experts in Taiwan have been invited to provide in-depth introductions and
explorations of these subjects. Furthermore, TWNIC has invited ISPs to
present their current development status. Not only has TWNIC provided a
platform for industry members to interact and share experiences, it has also
provided cutting-edge ISP industry information to members of the public
through its introduction of varied subjects in simple terms in this publication.
The 2015 Taiwan ISP Yearbook was officially published after a year of
planning, data collection, compilation, and assistance from various parties.
This publication is a high-quality source of information for members of the
public seeking to gain an in-depth understanding of the development of the
Taiwanese ISP industry.

2016 Desk Calendar: Tasting Taiwan, Recording Taiwan
Selected entries from the 2015 “Click into Taiwan”
photoessay contest have been compiled as a 2016
desk calendar as a gift to selected finalists; TWNIC
believes that this is a souvenir worth collecting.
Each year, TWNIC holds a photoessay competition,
awarding the top three places and honorable
mentions with prize money and medals and compiling
and printing the entries of selected finalists as a desk
calendar. The 2015 theme was “Tasting Taiwan,
Recording Taiwan,” which focused on using images
and words to record the rich culture and customs of
Taiwan to share with the people of the world through
the Internet.
Selected and winning entries include those capturing
the moment when a fruit farmer harvested tomatoes,
farmers looking up at the sky while eating a meal,

the festive atmosphere of temple activities, swings
at a traditional indigenous harvest festival, and the
excitement of Penghu and Orchid Island residents
laying out sun-dried fish.
The photoessay competition will be continued in
2016. Please see the TWNIC official website for the
latest information regarding this event.
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Statistics
Number of “.tw/.台灣 ” Domain Name Registrations
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Internet Users by Age
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